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IN THE MID-2000s, Walmart faced a particularly wicked problem. 
Its reputation with consumers was eroding, as activists effec-
tively painted the company as an enemy to the environment. As 
the largest retailer in the world – and one with a massive global 
supply chain, Walmart did indeed have a significant carbon foot-
print: according to a 2007 Stanford Business School case on the 
company, it was “the biggest private user of electricity in the 
United States and emitted more than 19.1 million metric tons of 
carbon dioxide annually – an amount equal to the pollution creat-
ed by roughly 2.8 million households.” And that doesn’t even in-
clude the impact of its suppliers. So the activists had a point, and 

Walmart had a tough decision to make. While there were myriad 
approaches it could take to the challenge, they really boiled down 
to one thing: a fundamental trade-off between protecting the envi-
ronment and protecting the bottom line.

Walmart’s traditional approach had been to prioritize the 
bottom line, so its typical stance was a defensive one: when chal-
lenged, it emphasized cost containment and deniability. The 
standard company line was to defend and entrench, using public 
relations and legal strategies to deny all allegations of wrongdo-
ing. This, then, was one choice Walmart could make on the en-
vironmental front: it could continue to shout down the activists 
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and hope the attack would eventually blow over, allowing the 
company to focus on business as usual. Of course, on the other 
hand, it could choose to change its strategy and practices by truly 
embracing an environmentally-friendly strategy and seeking to 
become a leader in sustainability. Certainly, that would shut the 
activists up, but it would involve real costs – and a real effect on 
the bottom line – in exchange for notional goodwill and an uncer-
tain return.

Neither choice was terribly attractive. The business-as-usual 
approach had some significant upsides: it focused the company 
on what it was good at and fit well with its existing, massively suc-
cessful low-cost strategy. But it placed a huge bet on the direction 
of public opinion, which was a significant risk if defending and 
entrenching didn’t work. On the other hand, the environmental 
leadership approach had clear benefits for the world, and from a 
strategic point of view, it also had a huge benefit to the company: 
by embracing sustainability, Walmart could emerge from the 
cloud of negative opinion and finally move past the criticism that 
had dogged it for decades. But it would take a huge investment of 
dollars, time and attention, turning Walmart away from its core 
competitive advantage. 

The obvious choice was to compromise – to engage in some 
token (and inexpensive) environmental efforts in hopes that they 
would be enough to assuage the critics. The problem is, such a 
choice is actually worse than just picking between the two ex-
treme options: it has a negative effect on the bottom line and fits 
poorly with the overall cost-minimization strategy; meanwhile it 
doesn’t actually move the needle enough on the environmental 
front to create any true PR benefits. The compromise could actu-
ally make things worse on both the financial and PR fronts. 

The challenge was to create a better answer – one that would 
boost the bottom line, fix the PR problem, and help the environ-
ment along the way. This was an Integrative Thinking opportuni-
ty, and in the end, the company rose to the challenge: it revamped 
its reputation without hurting its financial position, and by 2011, 
was being credited with leading a Green Revolution. Walmart 
achieved this by taking the best of each of the choices in front of 
it and creating a new and better model: it took the choice it was 
already great at – the ‘business as usual’ approach – and actually 
extended it in order to get the core benefit of the environmental 
leadership model. 

Here’s how they did it. The heart of the business-as-usual 
approach is that Walmart consistently achieves lower prices 
than its competitors, driving out costs by leveraging its power 
over suppliers. In this case, Walmart extended that approach 
to the sustainability front by crafting its sustainability strategy 
around its supply chain – creating what it called sustainable value 
networks. In other words, it leveraged its power over suppliers to 
get them to embrace sustainable practices without increasing 

the overall cost to Walmart. The company enacted and enforced 
sustainability standards – on carbon, water and waste – for its 
suppliers and stopped buying from those who failed to measure 
up. It pushed suppliers to reduce packaging, increase the use of 
recycled materials and offer more sustainable versions of their 
products. And in return, Walmart reaped the PR benefits (and 
increased sales) of transforming the total impact of its business 
while having to do very little of the heavy lifting itself. 

This was Walmart’s integrative solution – a creative reso-
lution of the tension between the business-as-usual model and 
the environmental-leadership model. In the most general terms, 
Integrative Thinking means constructively using the tension be-
tween opposing models to generate a creative resolution in the 
form of a new model. The new model contains elements of the 
existing models, but is superior to each. 

Over the past few years, as we’ve expanded our teaching of 
Integrative Thinking to more and different audiences, we have 
found that one of the biggest challenges for individuals and 
groups comes when we ask them to shift from looking at the 
existing opposing models to exploring possible integrations be-
tween them. Granted, it can feel like a huge step – a change in ap-
proach from analysis to imagination. And the core question – how 
might you productively combine the best of the two models to 
create a new and better one? – can be daunting in its scope. 

Over time, we came to wonder if there was a way to help 
thinkers kick-start the integration process. We asked ourselves if 
there were certain categories or ‘kinds of integrations’ – specific 
ways in which successful integrative thinkers combined the mod-
els they faced. So we examined the stories of integrations we had 
encountered to date, looking for similarities and differences in 
general context, the nature of the opposing models and the ways 
in which the creative resolution incorporated the original oppos-
ing models. 

In the end, we identified three distinct types of integrations 
that recurred across the different stories. We will examine each 
in turn.

1. Double-Down Integration 
Borrowing the term from Blackjack – whereby a player is able to 
double his or her bet on a hot hand – in this scenario, the thinker 
embraces one of the two opposing ideas and pushes it to an ex-
treme, magnifying the attributes of that model to such an extent 
that it begins to confer the key benefit of the opposing model. 
This typically occurs when a thinker is faced with two models, 
one of which has many positives with one huge drawback and an-
other of which has one vital positive but many drawbacks. The 
integration is a way of using the first model to confer the one 
significant benefit of the second. In this case, the first, favoured 
model doesn’t generate the important benefit of the second 
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model under all conditions; if it did, the models wouldn’t be op-
posing. The trick is to find the conditions under which the first 
model can produce the benefits of the second.

The Walmart case is a prime example of a double-down 
integration. Walmart faced one model that it knew well and 
quite liked, but that had an unacceptable drawback (this was the 
business-as-usual strategy that risked ignoring a very real envi-
ronmental problem) and an alternative model that had one re-
ally important feature the company coveted (the environmental-
leadership model, which would be a public relations boon) and 
many unacceptable drawbacks (like real and opportunity costs, 
to name but two). The resolution in this case was to take the fa-
voured model and extend it, pushing it to an extreme, with an 
eye towards generating the core benefit of the opposing model. 
In short, Walmart extended its business-as-usual model in order 
to produce a reputation for environmental leadership.

The essential question to ask in this scenario: Under  
what conditions could model A actually generate the benefits of 
model B?

2. Integration by Decomposition
Sometimes, a decision maker is faced with two models that are 
both quite attractive, or two models he or she wishes could be 
implemented at the same time, but can’t see how it is possible. 
Imagine a company that wants the organizing benefits of cen-
tralization, for instance, and the agility that comes with decen-
tralization. In this case, the challenge lies in trying to do two 
things at once when those two things seem to be in direct con-
flict. How can one effectively be centralized and decentralized 
at the same time? 

To achieve a creative resolution of the tension in this case, it 
is important to think more deeply about the problem itself, work-
ing to parse it (i.e. break it into its component parts) in such a way 
that each model can be applied in full to discrete components. 
Again, the goal is to create more value than is created by simply 
choosing or compromising. 

In our view, this is how Dr. Victoria Hale tackled the wicked 
problem of producing and distributing pharmaceuticals for the 
developing world. Once upon a time, Hale was a Genentech sci-
entist, a pharmaceutical researcher with an impeccable reputa-
tion and deep relationships within the world of for-profit pharma-
ceuticals. From that perch, though, she saw an insidious problem: 
on one hand, there was a model designed to address the diseases 
and disorders of the developed world. This is the Big Pharma de-
velopment model – an approach that sees vast resources applied 
to the development of treatments for patients who can pay. The 
patient who can pay is an essential component here because of 
the nature of R&D in this model. Many, many compounds are ex-
plored and tested – while relatively few actually pan out to treat a 
given disease effectively. So the few successes must make a lot of 
money in order to pay for the many failures. 

The other prevalent model she observed, in part because of 
a stint serving in the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, is the 
public health approach, which holds that we have an obligation 
to provide care to everyone, regardless of their ability to pay. Us-
ing this model, advocates plead the case of the poor and pressure 
pharmaceutical companies into providing drugs originally devel-
oped for paying patients at low or no cost to patients in the devel-
oping world – for example, AIDS antiretroviral drugs in Africa. In 
this way, diseases that afflict both the developed and developing 
world may be addressed with some degree of success. 

So far, so good. But what of the diseases that affect only the 
developing world – diseases of poverty? These are unlikely to be 
addressed by the world’s top pharmaceutical researchers. The 
public health model, which enables inexpensive testing and de-
ployment of treatments, simply doesn’t have the resources or ca-
pacity to actually develop new drugs specifically for the poor; and 
the Big Pharma model is simply too expensive and cumbersome 
to be used in cases where patients cannot pay for the drugs that 
are eventually created. 

The obvious compromise is to ask for-profit pharmaceutical 
companies to do pro bono work on diseases that affect only the 

A Double-Down Integration occurs when a thinker is faced 
with two models, one of which has many positives with one 
huge drawback and another of which has one vital positive 
but many drawbacks.
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developing world. But a compromise that results in small, non-
core initiatives is unlikely to really make a difference. Dr. Hale 
wanted to bring the full power of the Big Pharma model to the 
diseases of the developing world while retaining the philosophy, 
agility and cost-effectiveness of the public health model. To do 
so, she had to parse the problem differently. She couldn’t just ap-
ply all of the Big Pharma model – with its huge upfront costs – to 
the diseases of the developing world; such a structure would be 
unsustainable; and she couldn’t apply the public health model in 
full to the problem, because there was no sustainable mechanism 
for drug development. 

Instead, she needed to decompose the problem into constit-
uent parts that respond differently to different approaches. She 
recognized that the invention and initial development of drug com-
pounds functioned in one way, and that the delivery and deploy-
ment of drugs to the developing world functioned in another. She 
needed to separate out the development of drugs from the testing 
and delivery of them, and treat these phases very differently.

As an insider, Hale knew that many drugs developed by Big 
Pharma never go to market. These ‘orphan’ drugs are human-test-
ed compounds that turn out not to treat the targeted disease effec-
tively. But, she saw, these abandoned compounds might just treat 
related diseases serendipitously – as when a particular compound 
originally designed to increase blood flow for angina patients had 
unanticipated side effects and was eventually branded Viagra to 
treat erectile dysfunction. With orphan drugs, the pharmaceuti-
cal companies had already made the expensive investment in the 
invention stage but ceased development. Hale could take these 
abandoned compounds (along with another source of ‘free’ com-
pounds – drugs coming off of patent) and smartly apply them to 
diseases of the developing world. She could test and deliver these 
drugs using a public health approach, leveraging the R&D appara-
tus of Big Pharma without actually incurring those costs herself. 

This is precisely the approach Hale took in founding The 
Institute for One World Health – the world’s first and most 
successful non-profit pharmaceutical company with a focus on 

third-world health. This approach enabled her team to develop 
the first effective and inexpensive treatment for Black Fever, a 
fatal disease that afflicts at least 500,000 people per year. Begin-
ning with an orphan drug –Paromomycin IM Injection or PMIM 
– the Institute partnered to manufacture the drug at low cost in 
India. PMIM is now on the World Health Organization’s Model 
List of Essential Medicines.

Hale wanted to apply both of the models at her disposal to 
her wicked problem; the challenge was configuring the problem 
in a new way, decomposing it to allow her to apply both models 
productively. In such cases, the solution lies in breaking apart the 
answer in a creative way, finding a leverage point that allows one 
to parse the problem differently than before. 

Decomposition Integration rests on knowing when and how 
to apply each model to its best advantage. Rather than choos-
ing Option A or Option B to apply to the entire situation, or at 
all times, the integrative thinker applies the different models to-
gether by carefully distinguishing when and how each model can 
be applied to which elements of the problem space. Each model 
is then applied selectively. 

The essential question to ask in this scenario: Can I parse 
the problem in a new way, such that I can apply each model to a 
different part of the problem space?

3. Hidden-Gem Integration
The final type of integration is best applied when you are faced 
with two truly opposing models, both of which have a balance of 
good and bad, that don’t fit together well in their whole form. In 
this case, you look for a core element of each model that speaks 
to the heart of what you truly want to achieve – what you really 
care about. The task is to build a new model around these small 
components, these ‘hidden gems’, while throwing the rest of the 
original opposing models away.

This is the approach Taddy Blecher took to the wicked 
problem that most vexed him. An actuary-turned-strategy-con-
sultant from South Africa, Blecher was working in post-apartheid 

In a Hidden-Gem Integration, both models have  
unacceptable drawbacks, so the thinker takes a small piece 
from each of the two models and throws the rest away.
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Johannesburg, deeply conscious of the painful living conditions 
and steep economic disadvantages of the city’s black majority. 
His desire was to use education to transform the opportunity-set 
for poor black youth, believing that business education, in par-
ticular, could be a gateway for individuals and a mechanism for 
the development of the broader economy.

Blecher knew he wanted to create a university for disadvan-
taged youth, and there were many possible routes to this end, but 
most fell into two distinct buckets. One approach would be to cre-
ate a traditional university – with physical buildings, face-to-face 
education, a dedicated professional faculty and so on. This is the 
model of university education with which we are all familiar. Ef-
fective and established, it is also astonishingly expensive. This 
was particularly true in South Africa at the time, where august, 
elite universities tended to be both exclusive and pricey. 

The other approach would be to eschew the trappings of 
traditional ‘contact’ education and embrace distance learning. 
Leveraging standardized lesson plans and minimal technology 
(at the time, audio cassettes and written lessons) to create vir-
tual classrooms, this approach would have scope and scale, but 
likely a less powerful learning environment for students in need 
of mentoring and support.

Blecher had a high bar for success: he wanted to create a 
model that would deliver the highest quality education at the 
lowest possible price. And within the two existing models for 
educational delivery, he saw essential elements that he wanted 
to form the heart of his new model. 

From the traditional classroom model, he wasn’t as con-
cerned about the physical space or the contact hours or the type 
of faculty; he was more interested in the sense of community 
and support that was created on a university campus. From the 
distance model, he wasn’t as interested in the audiotapes or par-
ticular pedagogical approach, but took the core idea of stripped-
down economies of scale that would enable him to reach many 
students at a low cost-per student. The question then was, how 
could he create a wide-reaching system that provided a profound 
sense of community without all of the attendant costs?

Blecher’s eventual model brought community front and 
centre, but did so in such a way that it actually lowered the costs 
for the students and the institution. In his model, students attend 
the CIDA City Campus for the equivalent of US$50 in the first 
year, and less in subsequent years. Students come to a central 
campus in Johannesburg, as a first step to developing a commu-
nity – but it extends much further than that. All students have a 
work-study job within the university, donating their time to run-
ning the campus. This helps keep overhead low, but also further 
engages students in their community. Students help run the ad-
missions office, or work in the library; they keep the school clean 
and provide AV or IT support. 

The faculty is drawn from the corporate community, rather 
than from traditional academia. Not only does this mean lower 
(or no) salaries, it also gives students direct connections to the 
corporate community, making it easier for them to get jobs upon 
graduation. During holidays, students return to their home vil-
lages to share what they have learned with the locals, deepen-
ing their own learning and extending the reach of the school at 
no cost. After graduation, students are expected to give back to 
the school financially by funding a future student, as they were 
funded by others. The CIDA solution doesn’t look exactly like a 
traditional university, nor like a distance learning institute: it is 
a new creation, built from an essential insight from each model.

This is hidden-gem integration. When both models have un-
acceptable drawbacks, the thinker takes a small piece from each 
of the two models and throws the rest away. By thinking deeply 
about the two options, digging into all of their salient features, 
causal relationships and assumptions, the thinker draws out the 
small-but-essential aspects of the models that he or she wishes 
to keep and uses them as a foundation to build something new. 
In effect, you throw away the conflict. This integration often re-
quires the thinker to shift perspectives as to what problem he or 
she is really trying to solve. 

The essential question to ask in this scenario: If I could 
only keep one thing about each model, what would it be?

In closing
The three types of integrations we have described represent 
proven routes to creative resolutions. When faced with an inte-
grative challenge, instead of staring at a blank piece of paper and 
hoping for inspiration, start to ideate and prototype by asking, 
‘How might I extend and evolve one model in such a way as to 
generate the benefits of the other model?’ ‘How could I parse the 
problem such that I could actually apply both models to separate 
and constituent parts?’ Or ‘How could I combine small-but-es-
sential elements of each model into a new and better choice?’

In the end, Integrative Thinking isn’t a one-size fits all prop-
osition. Contexts differ greatly, and so too do the answers appro-
priate to them. The challenge is to make sense of the opposing 
models in front of you and apply the kind of integration best suit-
ed to that context. 
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